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In this paper, by studying the counting functions of the common 1-points of
meromorphic functions, a more precise relation between the characteristics of
meromorphic functions that share three values CM has been obtained. As applica-
tions of this, many known results can be improved. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
Let f and g be two non-constant functions meromorphic in the complex
plane C and a be a value in the extended complex plan C. We say that f
and g share the value a CM IM provided that f y a and g y a have the
 .same zeros counting multiplicities ignoring multiplicities . It is well known
 w x.  .  .see 3 that the Nevanlinna characteristics T r, f and T r, g satisfy the
relation
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provided that f and g share four values IM. Here and in the sequel, any
set of r of finite linear measure will be denoted by E. If f and g share
three values IM, then
1 T r , g y o 1 F T r , f F 3T r , g q o 1 r f E . .  .  .  .  .  .3
1There are examples to show that the bounds and 3 in the above3
inequalities are sharp. However, if we assume that f and g share three
3 8 values CM, then the bounds can be improved to and , respectively see8 3
w x.2 , i.e.,
3 8T r , g y o 1 F T r , f F T r , g q o 1 r f E . 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .8 3
8 w x.  .Furthermore W. Bergweiler proved see 1 that the bound in 1 cannot3
3be replaced by any constant less than 2 and the bound cannot be8
1 .replaced by any constant greater than . It was then conjectured by E.2
3 8 1w x  .Mues in 7 that the bounds and in 1 could be replaced by and 2,8 3 2
respectively.
In this paper, by constructing auxiliary functions which have the given
multiplicities of zero at 1-points of a given set of meromorphic functions
and analyzing further the counting functions of common 1-points of two
meromorphic functions when they share three values CM, we prove the
following.
THEOREM 1. Let f and g be two non-constant meromorphic functions
sharing 0, 1, and ` CM. Then for any positi¨ e number « , we ha¨e
T r , g F 2 q « T r , f q S r , f . .  .  .  .
 .  .Here and in the sequel we denote by S r, f any quantity satisfying S r, f s
  ..o T r, f , as r ª ` possibly outside a set of finite linear measure.
Remark. The positive number « in Theorem 1 cannot be replaced by
zero in our proof, as one will be able to see this from the proof itself or
Lemma 7 below. Nevertheless, the result enables us to believe the validity
of Mues' conjecture.
Note, with the same assumption as in Theorem 1, it is proved that f is a
3 .  .Mobius transformation of g provided that d 0, f q d `, f ) orÈ 2
3 .  . w xd 0, f q d `, f ) , respectively, in 9, 11 , where1. 1. 2
N r , 1r f y a . .1.
d a, f [ 1 y lim . .1. T r , f .rª` , rfE
1 .Here N r, denotes the counting function of the simple a-points of1. f y a
f. In this paper, we improve the above results and obtain the following
sharp result.
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THEOREM 2. Let f and g be two non-constant meromorphic functions
sharing 0, 1, and ` CM. If
3d 0, f q d 1, f q d `, f ) , .  .  .1. . 1. 2
then f is a Mobius transformation of g.È
Note one will be able to find applications of Theorem 1 to improve
w xmany known results contained in the book 12 . We assume that the reader
is familiar with the standard notations and results of Nevanlinna theory
 w x.see, e.g., 4, 5 .
2. LEMMAS
w xThe first lemma can be found in 6 which is an improvement of a
generalization of Borel's type of identity.
LEMMA 1. Let f , f , . . . , f be non-constant meromorphic functions such1 2 n
that f q f q ??? qf ' 1. If f , f , . . . , f are linearly independent, then the1 2 n 1 2 n
following inequality holds
n n1
T r , f - N r , y n y 1 N r , f q o T r , r f E. .  .  .  . . 1 ny1 i /fiis1 is2
 .Here and in the sequel, N r, f is the counting function of f which counts any1
pole of f according to its multiplicity if that multiplicity is less than or equal to
n y 1 and counts a pole n y 1 times if the multiplicity is greater than n y 1.
 . n  .Here T r s  T r, f .is1 i
If f and g are non-constant meromorphic functions sharing 0, 1, and `
CM, then there exist two entire functions a and b such that
f f y 1
a bs e , s e . 2 .
g g y 1
The following two lemmas will be used in our theorems.
 w x.LEMMA 2 see 2, 7, 12 . If f and g are non-constant meromorphic
functions sharing 0, 1, and ` CM and f is not a Mobius transformation of g,È
then
1 1
T r , f q T r , g s N r , f q N r , q N r , .  .  .  /  /f f y 1
q N r q S r , .  .0
 .where N r denotes the reduced counting function of the common 1-points of0
b  .  .  .  .e and e defined in 2 , and S r [ S r, f s S r, g .
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 w x w x.LEMMA 3 see 10 or 2 . Let f and g be two non-constant meromorphic
functions sharing 0, 1, and ` CM and f k g. Then
1 1
N r , f q N r , q N r , s S r , .  .2 2 2 /  /f f y 1
 .   ..where N r, f and N r, 1r f y a denote the counting functions of the2 2
multiple poles and multiple a-points of f , respecti¨ ely.
We now quote or prove the following five lemmas which are interesting
on their own.
LEMMA 4. Let f , f , . . . , f be non-constant meromorphic functions satis-1 2 n
fying
1
N r , f q N r , s S r , i s 1, 2, . . . , n .  .i  /fi
and
fi
T r , f / S r , T r , / S r , i / j, i , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. .  .  .i  /f j
 .  .Let a , a , . . . , a m F n be meromorphic functions satisfying T r, a s0 1 m i
 .S r , i s 0, 1, . . . , m. If
m
a f ' a , i i 0
is1
 .   ..then a ' a ' ??? ' a ' 0, where S r s o T r , as r ª ` and r f E,0 1 m
 . n  .and T r s  T r, f .is1 i
w xThe proof of the lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 1 in 8 , which
can be obtained by using induction on the number m.
LEMMA 5. Let f , f , . . . , f be non-constant meromorphic functions satis-1 2 n
fying
1
N r , f q N r , s S r , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. .  .i  /fi
and
fi
T r , f / S r , T r , / S r , i / j, i , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. .  .  .i  /f j
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 .Furthermore, let a , b a b k 0 and c , i s 1, . . . , n, be meromorphici i i i i
functions satisfying
T r , a q T r , b q T r , c s S r , i s 1, . . . , n. .  .  .  .i i i
Then
n n




T r , c f F T r , b f q S r , . i i i i /  /
is1 is1
 .  .where S r and T r are the same as in Lemma 4.
Proof. Let f s n a f , g s n b f , and h s n c f . Thenis1 i i is1 i i is1 i i
n
k .g s a f , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, 3 . k i i
is1
where
k1 k .k kyj.a s b f s b w , i s 1, . . . , n , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 . k i i i i ji /jfi js0
and w defined byji
f Xi
w ' 1, w s ,0 i 1 i fi
and
w s wX q w w , j s 1, . . . , n y 2.jq1, i ji 1 i ji
 .  .  .Since N r, f q N r, 1rf s S r , we havei i
T r , a s S r , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, i s 1, . . . , n. .  .k i
 .The formula 3 can be rewritten as
tt X ny1.D ? f , f , . . . , f s g , g , . . . , g , 4 .  . .1 2 n
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where t denotes the transpose and D is the matrix
a a ??? a01 02 0 n
a a ??? a11 12 1nD s .. . . .. . . .. . . . 0
a a ??? any1, 1 ny1, 2 ny1, n
It follows easily from the definition of a thatk i
W b f , b f , . . . , b f .1 1 2 2 n n
det D s .
f f ??? f1 2 n
 .Here W b f , b f , . . . , b f denotes the Wronskian of b f , b f , . . . ,1 1 2 2 n n 1 1 2 2
b f .n n
By Lemma 4, we can easily see that b f , b f , . . . , b f are linearly1 1 2 2 n n
 .independent. Hence W b f , b f , . . . , b f k 0, and thus det D k 0.1 1 2 2 n n
 .From 4 , we have
tt Xy1 ny1.f , . . . , f s D ? g , g , . . . , g . .  .1 n
Hence
tXy1 ny1.f s a , . . . , a ? D ? g , g , . . . , g , .  .1 n
 .  .  .  .which implies that T r, f F T r, g q S r . By symmetry, T r, g F
 .  .  .  .  .T r, f q S r . Hence T r, f s T r, g q S r . As the above argument
 .  .  .establishing T r, f F T r, g q S r does not require that all a k 0, wei
 .  .  .see that it also establishes T r, h F T r, g q S r .
LEMMA 6. If f , f , . . . , f are non-constant meromorphic functions and1 2 n
X w s f rf , i s 1, . . . , n, then there exist differential polynomials a , . . . , a ati i i 1 n
.least one of them is not identically zero in w , i s 1, . . . , n, such that z is ai
n  .zero of F s  a f y 1 with multiplicity at least n as long as z is an is1 i i
 .common 1-point of f , i s 1, . . . , n i.e., f z s 1, i s 1, . . . , n.i i
Proof. We are going to prove the lemma by mathematical induction on
the number n.
For n s 1, the result is obvious.
 .  .If n s 2, then we set F s yw f y 1 q w f y 1 , and thus2 2 1 1 2
FX s ywX f y 1 q wX f y 1 y w w f q w w f . .  .2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 . X  .  .  .Obviously, F z s F z s 0, as long as f z s f z s 1. Hence z is a2 2 1 2
zero of F with the multiplicity at least two.2
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Suppose now that the assertion is true for any m non-constant mero-
morphic functions. In the following, we prove the result is true for any
m q 1 non-constant functions f , f , . . . , f .1 2 mq1
By the induction assumption, there exist different polynomials a , . . . , a1 m
 .at least one of them is not identically zero in w , . . . , w such that z is a1 m
zero of
m
G s a f y 1 . k k
ks1
with multiplicity at least m as log as z is a common 1-point of f , . . . , f .1 m
We may suppose that a is not identically zero by rearranging f , . . . , f ,1 1 m
.if necessary. For f , . . . , f , by the induction assumption, there exist2 mq1
different polynomials b , . . . , b at least one of them is not identically2 mq1
.zero in w , . . . , w such that z is a zero of2 mq1
mq1
H s b f y 1 . k k
ks1
with the multiplicity at least m as long as z is a common 1-point of
f , . . . , f . Let2 mq1
c s w , k s 1, . . . , m q 1.k1 k
and
c s c X q c c , i s 1, 2, . . . .k , iq1 k i k1 k i
Obviously, all c are different polynomials in w , i s 1, . . . , m q 1, andk i i
f  i. s c f .k k i k
Set
mq1 m




m myi.B s y a c .  k k i /i
ks1 is1
Then both A and B are the different polynomials in w , . . . , w .1 mq1
If A ' 0, then we select
mq1
F s H s b f y 1 . . k k
ks2
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Suppose that z is a common 1-point of f , . . . , f . Then z is a zero of F2 mq1
with multiplicity at least m. Since
mq1 m
 .m im. myi.F s b f y 1 .  k k /i
ks2 is0
mq1 m




mm. myi.F z s b z c z s A z s 0. .  .  .  .  k k i /i
ks2 is1
Hence z is a zero of F with the multiplicity at least m q 1.
If A k 0, then we consider
m mq1
F s AG q BH s A a f y 1 q B b f y 1 . .  . k k k k
ks1 ks2
For any common 1-point z of f , . . . , f , z is a zero of F with the1 mq1
multiplicity at least m. It is easy to verify that
F m. s A z Gm. z q B z H m. z , .  .  .  .
m m
mm. myi.G z s a z c z s yB z .  .  .  .  k k i /i
ks1 is1
mq1 m
mm. myi.H z s b z c z s A z . .  .  .  .  k k i /i
ks2 is1
m. .Hence F z s 0, and thus z is a zero of F with multiplicity at least
m q 1. Noting that F can be rewritten as
m
F s Aa f y 1 q Aa q Bb f y 1 q Bb f y 1 , .  .  .  .1 1 k k k mq1 mq1
ks2
and Aa k 0, we have thus proved that the result is true for any m q 11
non-constant meromorphic functions, which also completes the proof of
the lemma.
LEMMA 7. Let f and f be two non-constant meromorphic functions1 2
satisfying
1
N r , f q N r , s S r , i s 1, 2. .  .i  /fi
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s t  < < < < .If f f y 1 is not identically zero for all integers s and t s q t ) 0 , then1 2
for any positi¨ e number « , we ha¨e
N r , 1; f , f F «T r q S r , .  .  .0 1 2
 .where N r, 1; f , f denotes the reduced counting function of f and f0 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .   ..related to the common 1-points and T r s T r, f T r, f , S r s o T r1 2
as r ª `, r f E.
Proof. Let w s f Xrf , i s 1, 2. By Lemma 6, for any integer n G 2,i i i
 .2there exist n q 1 y 1 differential polynomials a , s, t s 0, 1, . . . , n, s qst
 .t G 1 at least one of them is not identically zero in w , w such that z is a1 2
zero of
h q a f s f t y 1 . st 1 2
1FsqtFn
 .2with multiplicity at least n q 1 y 1 provided that z is a common 1-point
of f and f .1 2
 .  .  .  .  .Since N r, f q N r, 1rf s S r , i s 1, 2, we have T r, a s S r fori i s t
 s t.  .  < < < < .1 F s q t F n. If T r, f f / S r for all integers s and t s q t ) 0 ,1 2
then, by Lemma 4, we see that h k 0. By Lemma 5, we have
T r , h F T r , f s f t q S r .  . 1 2 /
1FsqtFn
F nT r , f q nT r , f q S r . .  .  .1 2
Taking n ) 1r« y 2, we obtain
1 1
N r , 1; f , f F N r , .0 1 2 2  /hn q 1 y 1 .
1
F T r , h q O 1 .  .
n n q 2 .
1
F T r , f q T r , f q S r .  .  .1 2n q 2
F « T r , f q T r , f q S r . .  .  .1 2
 < < < < .  2 t.  .If there exist integers s and t s q t ) 0 such that T r, f f s S r ,1 2
then again we have
1
N r , 1; f , f F N f , F S r . .  .0 1 2 2 t /f f y 11 2
provided that f s f t k 1, which completes the proof of the lemma.1 2
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LEMMA 8. If f and g are two non-constant meromorphic functions sharing
0, 1, and ` CM and f is not a Mobius transformation of g, then one of theÈ
following holds:
 .  . w  .  .x  .i N r F « T r, f q T r, g q S r for any positi¨ e number « ;0
1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .ii T r, f s T r, g q S r , and N r F T r, f q S r ,0 2
 .where N and S r are denoted as in Lemma 2.0
Proof. Since f and g share 0, 1, and ` CM, there exist two entire
 .functions a and b such that formulas in 2 hold. Obviously, a , b and
b y a are not constants; otherwise, f would be a Mobius transformationÈ
of g.
saqtb  < < < < .If e k 1 for all integers s and t s q t ) 0 , then by Lemma 7,
the following inequality
«
a bN r F T r , e q T r , e q S r .  .  .  .0 2
 .holds for all positive numbers « . From 2 , we have
T r , ea F T r , f q T r , g q S r , .  .  .  .
T r , e b F T r , f q T r , g q S r . .  .  .  .
 . w  .  .x  .Hence N r F « T r, f q T r, g q S r .0
 < < < < . saqtbIf there exist two integers s and t s q t ) 0 such that e ' 1,
 .i.e., sa q tb ' 2kp i, then it follows from 2 that
t ts sf f y 1 ' g g y 1 . 5 .  .  .
 .  .  .Hence T r, f s T r, g q S r .
Without loss of generality, we can assume that s and t are relatively
prime and s ) 0. We shall discuss two cases in the following.
 .Case 1. t ) 0. If s q t s 2, then s s t s 1. It follows from 5 that f is
a Mobius transformation of g, which contradicts the assumption. HenceÈ
 .s q t G 3. Since a s ytrsb q 2kp irs, from 2 , we deduce that
g y 1 ea y 1 ceyt r sb y 1
s s ,
b bg e y 1 e y 1
and thus
sq t sqtb r s b r s1 e y c 1 e y c .  .
s , s y , 6 .s ttr sb b r s b r sg g y 1e e y 1 . e y c .
where c s e2 kp i r s.
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 2 l tr s.p i < 4  .Let L s e l s 0, 1, . . . , s y 1 . In order to estimate N r , we0
consider cases c f L and c g L.
 .If c f L, then the numerators and denominators in 6 , as polynomials
br s  .in e , are mutually prime. Therefore it follows from 6 that
T r , g s s q t T r , e br s q S r , .  .  .  .
1
br sN r , s tT r , e q S r , .  . /g y 1
1
br sN r , s sT r , e q S r , .  . /g
N r , g s s q t T r , e br s q S r . .  .  .  .
 .  .Hence by Lemma 2, we get N r s S r .0
2 l tr s.p i . br s 2 lr s.p iIf c g L, say c s e 0 F l F s y 1 , then e y e is the
 .only common factor of the numerators and denominators in 6 . Therefore
 .it follows from 6 that
T r , g s s q t y 1 T r , e br s q S r , .  .  .  .
1
br sN r , s t y 1 T r , e q S r , .  .  . /g y 1
1
br sN r , s s y 1 T r , e q S r , .  .  . /g
N r , g s s q t y 1 T r , e br s q S r . .  .  .  .
1 .  .  .  .Hence by Lemma 2, we get N r s 1rs q t y 1T r, g q S r F T r, f0 2
 .q S r .
 .Case 2. t - 0. From 6 , we have that
sq t s ytytr sb b r s b r s b r se e y c .1 1 e y c e .  .
s , s . 7 .s ytb r s b r sg g y 1e y 1 . c e y 1 .
 .If s q t ) 0 and s G 3, then in the case of c f L, we have from 7 that
T r , g s sT r , e br s q S r , .  .  .
1
br sN r , s ytT r , e q S r , .  . /g y 1
1
br sN r , s sT r , e q S r .  . /g
N r , g s s q t T r , e br s q S r . .  .  .  .
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 .  .Hence, by Lemma 2, we have N r s S r . In the case of c g L, we have0
 .from 7 that
T r , g s s y 1 T r , e br s q S r , .  .  .  .
1
br sN r , s yt y 1 T r , e q S r , .  .  . /g y 1
1
br sN r , s s y 1 T r , e q S r , .  .  . /g
N r , g s s q t y 1 T r , e br s q S r . .  .  .  .
1 .   ..  .  .  .Thus by Lemma 2, we get N r s 1r s y 1 T r, g q S r F T r, f0 2
 .q S r .
If s q t - 0 and yt G 3, then by similar arguments we can prove that
1 .  .  .N r F T r, f q S r .0 2
If s q t ) 0, s F 2 or s q t - 0, yt F 2 or s q t s 0, then s s 2,
t s y1 or s s 1, t s y2 of s s 1, t s y1, respectively. Therefore it
 .follows from 5 that f is a Mobius transformation of g, which contradictsÈ
the assumption, and it also completes the proof of the lemma.
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1. If f is a Mobius transformation of g, thenÈ
 .  .  .T r, g s T r, f q S r . Hence the result is true. We suppose now that f
is not a Mobius transformation of g. By Lemma 7, the following inequalityÈ
N r F d T r , f q T r , g q S r .  .  .  .0
holds for any given positive number d . This and Lemma 2 imply that
1 1
1 y d T r , g F N r , f q N r , q N r , .  .  .  /  /f f y 1
q d y 1 T r , f q S r .  .  .
F 2 q d T r , f q S r . .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Hence T r, g F 2 q « T r, f q S r for any positive number « .
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Proof of Theorem 2. If f is not a Mobius transformation of g, then byÈ
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have
1 1
T r , f q T r , g s N r , f q N r , q N r , .  .  .1. 1. 1. /  /f f y 1
q N r q S r . 8 .  .  .0
By Lemma 8, at least one of the following cases holds:
 .i The inequality
N r F « T r , f q T r , g q S r .  .  .  .0
holds for any positive number « .
1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .ii T r, f s T r, g q S r , and N r F T r, f q S r .0 2
 .If the first case holds, then it follows from 8 that
1 y « T r , f q T r , g .  .  .
1 1
F N r , f q N r , q N r , q S r . .  .1. 1. 1. /  /f f y 1
  ..  .  .  .By Theorem 1, 1r 2 q « T r, f F T r, g q S r . Hence we have
1 y « 3 q « .  .
T r , f .
2 q «
1 1
F N r , f q N r , q N r , q S r , .  .1. 1. 1. /  /f f y 1
which leads to
1 y « 3 q « .  .
F 1 q d 0, f q 1 y d 1, f q 1 y d `, f . .  .  .1. 1. 1.2 q «
Since « can be an arbitrary positive number, let « ª 0, it follows from the
above inequality that
3d 0, f q d 1, f q d `, f F , 9 .  .  .  .1. 1. 1. 2
which contradicts the assumption.
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 .If the second case holds, then it follows from 8 that
3 1 1
T r , f F N r , f q N r , q N r , q S r , .  .  .1. 1. 1. /  /2 f f y 1
 .which also leads to the contradiction 9 . The proof of the theorem is thus
completed.
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